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Subject: Project  

This half term in the Badgers’ Class, we are learning about Wild Animals. In our Project lesson this week 
we will be looking at Hippopotamus and Rhinoceros! 

During this lesson, the children will be watching a short clip about Hippopotamus before moving on and 
having a small group discussion about, where they live, what they eat and what they look like. We will 
observe and point out hippopotamus in our Safari-themed classroom, to see if the children can identify a 
Hippopotamus from other safari animals! 

The children will then have a chance to take part in reading a poem all about Rhinoceros. Before taking 
part in a discussion comparing them to where Hippopotamus live, Is it the same or different? To finish 
the lesson, the children will be taking part in making an Origami Rhinoceros, too share with their friends! 

Subject: Maths 

This week the Badgers’ Class will be focusing on the number 8, we will be using thread to create the 
shape of the number and use the number rhyme for support. The children will be using different ob-
jects around the room to make groups of eight objects. The children will also be taking part in a fun 
numbers game focusing on numbers 6-8, the children will take turns rolling the dice before needing to 
place their hand onto the correct number which will be displayed on the mat. This is to support number 
recognition and promotes fun learning.  
 
At home you are able to continue to work with your child to explore different numbers they can see 
around the house.  

 

Subject: Literacy 

In our Phonics lessons this week we will be focusing on the letter ‘f’. In order to help the children form the 
letter and recognise the sound, we will sing the jolly phonics song and repeat the formation rhyme to en-
sure the children are aware of how to write the letter ‘f’ correctly.   

By the end of the week, we are aiming for the children to be able to recognise the letter sound, write the 
letter using the rhyme and be able to link the sound to at least one word.  

In our News lessons, our story focus this week is the ‘Hairy Maclary’ from Donaldson's dairy. We have al-
ready been reading this book in class and we will discuss what the story is about, who the characters are 
and recall the beginning, middle and end of the book. We will design our own illustration for the story and 


